
A simultaneous game is defined by:

A finite set of

A strategy profile specifies a strategy for each player.
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To answer this, we first need to know what that person cares about.

Possible payoffs: selfish players

Assume every player is selfish, only caring about her own grade
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inefficient.



Possible payoffs: selfish players
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To figure out what actions you should choose in a game, a good first
step is to figure out what are your payoffs (what do you care about)



Possible payoffs: selfish player vs indignant altruistic player

Suppose you are a selfish player playing with an indignant altruistic
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Possible payoffs: indignant altruistic player vs selfish player

Suppose you are an indignant altruistic player playing with a selfish
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Possible payoffs: indignant altruistic player vs selfish player

Not necessarily. It could just be that Dauphine students are selfish.





us find what we’re looking for.



There is a clear benefit to universality and connectivity.

However, individual corporations stand to benefit if they can rig the

Equilibrium and efficiency

Prisoner’s dilemma represents the classic conflict between:

In this sense, equilibria are typically “inefficient for players”

Examples: pricing by firms, international negotiations, arms races









The process of iteration is finite and not infinite.

Once built, the location of the parlour is fixed for the season

Ice creams are sold at fixed price



Definition

Definition (Informal)

Said differently, a Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile where :

- there is no unilateral profitable deviation; or
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A strategy profile

Nash equilibrium as we defined it is a fixed point of best responses







Some justifications of the concept:



Games with more choices (but finite number)



More strategies: infinite number

Two firms

More strategies: infinite number
Competition in an oligopoly: Objective of firms

cost of production for firm

maximizes profits, i.e. price

In other words, firm , if firm

More strategies: infinite number More strategies: infinite number

To determine the Nash equilibrium, consider firm
quantity of firm as given and maximizes her own profits by

Reminder: to find a maximum, equalize the derivative to zero



More strategies: infinite number

The unique Nash equilibrium is for each firm to choose quantity









Extrinsic fluctuations can cause financial crises.



E.g., fish stocks, forest, fresh air, national defense, street lighting ...





Players do not adopt a pure selfish stance:
Specifically, suppose two players, you contribute X and other



Definition

A strategy is defined by the probability you place on each action



Definition of Nash Equilibrium remains the same: combination of

Remember strategy is defined for a mixed strategy by a

So the probabilities are not any probabilities: they are defined at the



If the strategy is not given to you but you want to find it, just assume

by traffic wardens (aka meter maids);

randomize are very well defined: they leave the other players

evidence from the French and Italian first-leagues containing 459



Well defined environment

A right-footed kicker (about 85 percent of the population) will find it



This prediction is confirmed: in the data, 260 jumps are made to the




